In Mishicot, Wisconsin, the local public schools play a central, essential role in this very small, close-knit community. In 2016, the community approved funds to update existing school buildings and classrooms.

The flooring injects energy into elementary spaces, while still evoking the serious study and work taking place in the high school and professional offices.

Collaboration and Innovation

Essential to the new, contemporary design: Patcraft’s Mixed Materials Converge carpet tile and Typography resilient. Areas that once looked tired are now vibrant, with bright orange and gray colorways that reflect the schools’ branding.

Carmen Cowan, an interior designer at Bray Architects, selected the Patcraft patterns to fit perfectly into the chief goals of the renovation: transforming aesthetics, but also making the space more practical.

Functional, Fashionable

Mishicot Schools’ buildings now reflect their goals of fostering creative thinking and preparing students for careers in a global economy.

Transform Learning with Patcraft.

“The Mishicot School District desired less maintenance, colors and textures that were appropriate for all users, and materials that were softer under foot for both private and public spaces.”

Carmen Cowan, Interior Designer, Bray Architects